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TEACHING LISTENING comprehension another selling point is the bibliography
penny ur cambridge cambridge universi-
ty

in most books the bibliography is merely
press 1984 ppap 173 229522.952295 hardcover a list of works the author has used as re-

source8958.95895 paperback material in this book however
Ms ur has very conscientiously listed her

teaching listening comprehension is one sources under topic headings headings
of a series of books from cambridge univer-
sity

such as listening comprehension gamespress entitled handbooks for language listening for perception songs role plays
teachers this review list offollowing is a etc this is of special interest to the teacher
other titles now available in the series to who is dealing with a particular area of
date inspection of this book immediately listening by referring to the desired topic
reveals the vast amount of experience that a list of sources is readily available
Ms ur has had in the field of teaching
english as a second language also worthy of special mention is the

teaching listening comprehension is index which consists of a list of all the
divided into two major parts the first is various listening suggestions and activities
entitled understanding spoken english mentioned in the chapters the index can
and is concerned with the function of english quickly give the pages on which are found
in everyday conversation the difficulties information or examples of a particular type
ESL learners often face and how teachers of activity judging from this feature and

others it is obvious that the bookcan best prepare learners to cope with and was
be aware of those difficulties one chapter written in a thoughtful manner with class-

roomis set aside for discussion of each of these teachers foremost in mind
three areas chapter one is introductory
in the other two chapters the author pro-
ceeds to analyze the problems encountered other titles to date in the cambridge lan-

guageby the language learners and discuss any teaching library
considerations involved when making ad-
justments discussions that work task centered flu-

encyjustments to lesson plans practice ur 6.95695by penny 695 paper-
backthe second major portion of this book 1983

deals with actual suggestions for classroom
activities A page or two is devoted to each drama techniques in language learning
type of listening activity again Ms ur is new ed by alan maley and alan duff
careful to suggest how lessons can be adapted 199519.951995 hardcover 8958.95895 paperback 1983
to suit the level of the students

games for language learning new ed
the format of the book itself is excellent by andrew wright david betterridgeBetterridge and

for teachers and is written for those who michael buckby 219521.952195 hardcover 149514.951495
are somewhat new in the field of foreign paperback 1984
language instruction it deals first with
essential background material which every once upon a time using stories in the
FLESL teacher should know and with language classroom by john morgan and
activities for the classroom it is a very mario rinvolucri 19.951995 hardcover 7957.95795
practical book one strength is its discussion paperback 1984
of the possible difficulties encountered
in the ESL classroom some very construc-
tive and helpful suggestions are made on mere meha from new zealand is a senior
how to overcome each of them majoring in TESL atatbyuB YU HC




